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War wounds people, inside and out. Physical wounds are evident to the naked eye, but
psychological wounds are hidden, beneath anger, irritability, and sadness. And while the
warrior walks off the battlefield, the war lingers. I know. I am the daughter, sister, wife,
and mother-in-law to brave men who honorably served but did so at a cost. I am also a
mental health professional. From my vantage point, the Iraq/Afghanistan war veterans
have broken through the wall of silence that comes with war wounds. It is now okay to
talk openly about Posttraumatic Stress Disorder.
Five years ago our daughter brought home this very polite
young man, quick with a smile, but clearly nervous. I’m
sure she had warned him there would be an inquisition!
He became the love of our daughter’s life and the father
of our grandchildren. But, as time passed and his war
waged on he lost his smile, his ease, and at times, himself. He was cold, distant, and angry. Disconnected and
numbed, like a stone. But like a stone tossed into a lake,
the ripples spread outward and the war came home.
Last year, he was introduced to Divide Camp, a place where warriors experience the
healing power of nature, in the company of people who have a heart for service. He was
not rushed. He was not pushed. He was not proselytized or therapized. He was simply
cared for (and about) in an environment where God alone heals. I know the soul is not
really ‘visible’ but the transformation of the soul is recognizable and spending time at
Divide Camp is CPR for the soul! He has found a measure of peace that was missing. He
is more open, less edgy, and slowly working his way back to wholeness.
I am extremely grateful to the people at Divide Camp and to those who generously give
to keep the doors of this ‘difference maker’ open. You are changing lives, transforming
souls, and making individuals and families whole again. Thank you! Patty Barfield

We recognize and reward our
combat wounded veterans
with an outstanding outdoor
adventure. It’s our way of
saying Thanks!
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Divide Camp—A Sense of Place
Divide Camp is a combat veteran’s charity organization located in the
Wallowa Mountains of northeastern Oregon near the town of Joseph.
Although I have only recently discovered this place, I immediately felt a
strong sense of belonging and purpose, two things many combat veterans have great difficulty finding. Julie, the charity’s founder made us
feel welcome and as if we are part of her family. She takes a very motherly approach to helping us find our way.
Once we arrived at Divide Camp HQ we met Julie and Jim, our backpacking guide for the next 5 days. We then made the trip to Divide Camp 45
minutes outside of Joseph. We ate a wonderful dinner, sorted and inventoried our gear to make sure we had all necessary items and turned in for the night.
The next morning, after a wonderful blueberry pancake breakfast
prepared by Julie, we hit the trail and hiked into Big Sheep Basin.
We set up camp and began sharing stories with the other members
of our expedition. From our base camp we ventured out on day
hikes reaching elevations of nearly 10,000 feet. It was during these
day hikes that we were encouraged by Jim to “find ourselves.” At
first this seemed like an impossible task but after realizing I must
first find out what finding myself means to me it became easy.
I began to remember what I haven’t been able to recall in over a decade: what makes me happy. To some, this
may seem simple but to veterans suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, this can seem like an impossible
feat. But up there in the Wallowa Mountains of Oregon, I was being reminded through breathtaking views of snowcapped peaks, valleys and wildlife. Being in the mountainous wilderness with a few good friends and fewer distractions is what makes me happy and provides meaning in my life. A sense of place is something that I have been
longing for since my last days in the Army and Divide Camp has provided it for me.
Divide Camp has also restored a sense of purpose, another thing
that seemed to be lacking in my life. Julie has wonderful ideas for
expanding the camp and adding new activities and when she
shared one particular idea with me, I jumped on the opportunity to
give back to fellow veterans and Divide Camp. I am passionate
about fitness and Julie shared her
idea of adding a fitness trail to the
camp. Being able to help veterans
live happier and healthier lives by improving their level of fitness has been
a dream of mine for quite some time
and Julie has provided that wonderful opportunity.
As I have said before, many veterans feel lost after transitioning out of the military.
We lose our sense of duty, service, camaraderie, belonging and purpose. Julie and
her staff at Divide Camp allow veterans to discover these things, but they only provide the opportunity. You, as a veteran, must “find yourself’ but Divide Camp will
surely help you along your journey.
Jon “Luke” Norton
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2003 Ford F550 Flatbed Truck Donated!
On September 9, 2016, Divide Camp Inc. took delivery of a 2003 Ford F550 Flatbed truck that will be used primarily to haul a water tank and pump for wildland fire protection. This truck was fully donated to DCI through the
generous efforts of several companies and individuals who we would like to acknowledge.
In September of 2015,
Board member Phil Moyer
approached Jack Thomson,
owner of Thomson Equipment in Portland about our
need to have a water truck
at camp in case of a fire.
Jack has contacts and does
business with several
equipment dealers throughout the northwest. Jack
had been keeping his eye
out for a suitable vehicle
(cab and chassis) for our
needs and in June one was
located at KCI Equipment in
Woodburn, Oregon. When
Jack explained to Brent
Kerr, President of KCI and
Equipment Manager Don Roberts the Divide Camp Mission, KCI agreed to split the cost of the truck with Jack and
donate it to Divide Camp. Bill England, owner of England Transport Services (pictured above with Phil) in Milwaukie offered to trailer the truck to Jack’s shop in Portland.
Jack offered to have his mechanic, Dan McKay do a thorough check of the truck and get it road ready. Brad
Hagerman and Alan Chase with Hagerman Inc. in Portland donated a flatbed that could be modified to be put on
the truck. George “Squire” Pottle, President of Veterans Motorcycle Club in Molalla, is a Vietnam era veteran who
visited Divide earlier this year. He used his skills in fabrication and welding to modify the flatbed and mount to the
chassis. Jim and Pat Stoltz, owners of J&M Sandblasting and Painting sandblasted the wheels and flatbed body
and repainted them for no charge.
Dan McKay continued to take care of the other repairs and Thomsen Equipment donated the parts needed. Others at Thomson Equipment who assisted in this project are Dan Ekstrom, Sales and Ann Harlow, Accountant. The
truck was completed soon after Labor Day weekend.
Bill England was again contacted and donated two days of his time and all fuel costs to deliver the truck via trailer
to Joseph. Phil accompanied him and they drove the truck from Joseph to Divide Camp and gave the keys to Julie
Wheeler who was thrilled to have this new addition in camp. Bill also donated several chains, binders and straps
that will come in handy for use at camp. Bill is also planning to donate a couple of ramps that will allow us to load
our side X side, ATV and track-chairs onto the flatbed or trailers when moving them to town to store for the winter.
The efforts by Jack Thomson were truly amazing and the willingness of his business associates and employees to
help fill our need by donating time, materials and work for this truck is a Godsend.
A heartfelt thanks to you all who made this possible.
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A Tribute to Our “Jims”
Keefer, Webber and Soares. Sounds like a law firm – for us it’s a group of division leaders. These “Jims” are our gems...running our three most important
divisions this year.
Jim Keefer is the division supervisor for the Wilderness
Warrior Program. His passion for the Eagle Caps and
his respect for our veterans make him an incredible
leader for the back packing trips we’ve successfully
launched this season. He has in-depth knowledge of
the vegetation, animal life, geology, and so much more.
Jim has a reputation among our hikers as being a quiet
genius – one guest likened him to a shaolin monk. He
is stoic, yet caring. Upon arrival at camp for their first backpacking trip, he
teaches our guests the fine art of leaving your excess “stuff” behind. They
learn to mindfully choose only the bare necessities in order to make the load
more comfortable and the trip more enjoyable. This can result in a pile of recently purchased REI goods stacked in the corner of a cabin during their outing.
They appreciate this education and never lament the lack of access to their
gadgets. Our plans for the Wilderness Warrior program in 2017 include several shorter trips (3 or 4 days) and one week long thru hike. Jim also teaches our
Fly Tying classes where his vast knowledge of fly fishing is shared with students.
Jim Soares is an outstanding supervisor in our hunting division.
His patience and gentle instruction skills make him an ideal
candidate to work with our guests. If we have a veteran just
beginning to use a bow, by the time they finish hunting with Jim
– they have regained their confidence, which transfers to other
aspects of their lives. When he shares his woods wisdom he
does it in a way our veterans are able to learn by observing and
participating with him. His working relationship with friends
and neighbors willing to offer depredation tags, has translated
into amazing results for our veterans. When a combat wounded veteran is able
to fill his freezer with fresh meat he has himself harvested – it gives them a
sense of self-worth. We’ve seen miracles happen because of Jim’s caring
heart and mindful approach to hunting, and we are anticipating many more.
Jim Webber heads-up our construction division. Much of what
he does is “behind the scenes”. He has a natural ability to
draw businesses to want to partner with us in improving the
environment of our camp. As a project superintendent for a
large commercial construction company – he knows many vendors of building materials. Most recently he procured thousands of dollars in materials to be used in the building of an
accessible shelter. A place where our amputee guests can
move from the track chair to wheelchair – and be warm and
comfortable. When he leads veterans in work projects he has
the ability to make them feel valuable and confident. For one guest in 2014
this was the pivotal point in getting his life back. He coaches our veterans with
an encouraging and caring heart. Jim’s 30 plus year experience in the construction trade gives him insight invaluable to us in our planning and projects.
Julie’s father was a Jim...and oddly – so was his horse!
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In Memoriam
People come into the Divide Camp family in many different ways – with a wide variety of roles. In the past year
we’ve said “good bye” to some of our favorite volunteers.
Marilyn Bokor (left) was a small lady with huge talent! She was the greatest
crafts-artisan I have ever known. For many years she and my mother sang
together in a medal-winning Sweet Adeline’s choir. Marilyn would donate
hundreds of hand crafted items to the choir’s annual Christmas bizarre. In
2013 she sewed curtains for each of the cabins at camp –embroidering
them with the cabin theme…deer, moose, horses, and bears. In 2014 she
made stepping stones. We have elk tracks, log rounds, butterflies, hummingbirds, deer and pinecones. The last stepping stones she made were of
each military branch insignia. They now form a path to the flag in front of
the lodge. She loved coming up to camp.
Kaye Clayton (right) was a busy woman with a servant’s heart. She didn’t just talk
about things that needed to be done – she did them! I was blessed to be involved
with Kaye on several different community projects throughout the years. One of her
most significant acts of volunteerism came through her work on the Ruch Library.
She was deeply committed to bringing library services to our valley residents. Kaye
never came up to camp – but she loved our mission and let me know constantly. She
was our first Stars and Stripes donor – making a monthly contribution to our cause.
Donald Curtis (standing) was excited about Divide Camp! In 2013 he was the first to
arrive on the first trip in. He was willing to help unload our trucks and trailers. He
had a strong passion about shooting and wanted to make sure our veteran guests
had a safe place to target practice. He chose
the sight on the property for our rifle range –
and then sent us a shelter design. Donald had
been a roads engineer and had retired from
the Vale BLM. Earlier in his career he had engineered the Target Springs
road on the divide – and would argue that it was the best route for access
to divide camp. Donald built the shooting bench we have under the shelter
– and donated the accessories to the range. He loved to be here and
watch his brother Dale work. A plaque memorializing him was placed on the
shooting range shelter earlier this year by friends Ron and Jackie Wagner.
Doug Gattis (above, seated) was the owner/operator of Southern Oregon Game Busters, a guide service for white
tail bucks. An avid hunter – Doug loved our mission at Divide Camp and was always trying to further our cause
through his contacts. Doug’s father had been a bomber pilot in the U.S. Army Air Corps during World War II. While
flying his 23rd mission, his plane was shot down over Germany. Mr. Gattis and his crew were captured and spent
more than a year in a German prison camp. Doug felt a debt of gratitude for what his father had been through
and appreciated our mission to honor combat veterans. In 2014 he hosted our spring planning meeting at his
place on Griffin Creek in the Rogue Valley.

The LORD your God is with you, the Mighty Warrior who saves. He will take great delight
in you; in his love he will no longer rebuke you, but will rejoice over you with singing.
Zephaniah 3:17
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The Healing Power of Nature
This past June, I was blessed with the opportunity to spend a week in the
breathtaking Wallowa Mountains courtesy of the big-hearted veteran organization named Divide Camp. I was first introduced to Divide Camp in the
Summer of 2015 when I participated in a week-long women veteran’s writing seminar. I left that experience with a new found coping mechanism for
my PTSD/Depression and Substance Abuse issues. NATURE! Yes, I discovered that being in the wilderness, being disconnected from technology, being around fellow veterans and being free of alcohol and pills is a beautiful
and very natural way of coping with demons and stress.
In June of 2016 I signed up for a back packing trip. I arrived at Divide Camp
having no idea of what I was getting myself into, especially when it came to
packing the appropriate gear. I brought everything I thought I needed, and
then some. Luckily, we had our serene guide/leader Jim Keefer (who was
aptly nicknamed “Joe Cool” post hike). Jim helped us inventory, sort and
repack our gear. I would be remiss if I didn’t mention that Julie and her staff
did an amazing job to ensure all vets going on the trip had all the appropriate equipment and food. Anything we didn’t have, she provided. The gear
was all top notch equipment and the backpacking food was plentiful and
surprisingly good! We all appreciated the great efforts everyone put forth to
make sure we were well prepared and safe.
The week was absolutely sensational in every aspect! First and
foremost, mother nature was at
her very best. It seemed to be peak wildflower season and Marianne
was our token flower-girl. I thoroughly enjoyed watching her take such
an avid interest in every nuance of every flower. That was truly embracing nature and it was a joy experiencing it with her. David and Jim had
their own scary way of connecting with nature and that was to camp
openly outside next to a river that overflowed its banks each night coming within inches of washing them away. Finding them still there each
morning was always a good start to the day.
The trip was the most difficult physical challenge I have done since leaving the Army. My pack was heavy, the elevation was high, and the stream crossings were challenging. I overcame my biggest fear on the last day. I was terrified to cross over a long log that stretched across extremely fast moving water. Had it not been for my fellow vets,
I wouldn’t have made it. When I did, I felt proud of the accomplishment! This hike was more than just fun.
Thank you to everyone who makes Divide Camp happen. As a disabled
veteran who has benefited from the therapeutic value of Divide Camp
and its activities, I appreciate it. It has taught me how to value nature
and incorporate it in my recovery. My name is Christine Gittins and I
was an M.P. in the Army for 10 years.
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A Woolly Bugger of your own
making, or Fly Tying 101
Good for the soul and great for the fishing! This was the first
of many classes to be offered at the DC headquarters building
in Joseph. This fly tying class in June was taught by our wilderness guide, Jim Keefer. DC provides each participant
with a beginning fly tying kit so they can continue their craft
at home. The classes are open to all veterans of all ages.
We are planning three fly tying classes in 2017.

Thank You Grantors!

One of our 2015 grant goals was to acquire a side by side UTV for use at camp. With funding from both
Pacific Power and the Oregon Community Foundation, combined with discounts from Yamaha and Outlaw Sports – we were able to get a 6 passenger Yamaha Viking. It’s perfect! It gets used constantly!
Our 2017 wish list includes a windshield, heater, bow racks and other accessories which will give it
even broader application. We are so thankful to our grantors!”

Thank You Oregon State Elks Association!
The Oregon State Elks Association has greatly improved our ability to provide for our veteran guests.
We now have a 2011 Suburban capable of transporting our guests and all their back packing gear to a wilderness trailhead, a fishing hole, or to a hunting spot.
We appreciate Terry Decker working with us on this too
– but without the check from the Oregon State Elks
Association it couldn’t have happened!
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Summer 2016
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So if there is any encouragement in Christ, any comfort from love, any participation in the
Spirit, any affection and sympathy, complete my joy by being of the same mind, having
the same love, being in full accord and of one mind. Do nothing from selfish ambition or
conceit, but in humility count others more significant than yourselves. Let each of you
look not only to his own interests, but also to the interests of others. Phillipians 2:1-4
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Would You Like to Help a Combat Wounded Veteran?
We began this year with two incredibly successful spring benefit events – one in Jackson County – the other in Wallowa County. The time and energy donated by volunteers who believe in our mission is absolutely amazing. As are
the items people and businesses contributed. We hope they all realize the stories of success coming from Camp
guests are because of their work. Our dinner/auction teams are hard-working individuals who add this to their already full plates because they believe in our veterans and appreciate the sacrifices they have made for us. We do
these two large fundraisers – and then we get busy with camp. For two years in a row now, our bank account dips
to new lows in September. We’ve been fortunate this year to have the Veteran’s Motorcycle Club from Molalla and
the American Legion Riders from La Grande both raise funds for us. And our ever-faithful Jacksonville VFW post
supports us throughout the season.
Monthly Giving
We’d like to invite you to partner with us by becoming a monthly donor! It’s simple –go to our website and open
the “contribute” page – click on the yellow “donate” button and a picture of a check opens up.
(http://www.dividecamp.org/contribute.htm) Fill in your donation amount and check the box that asks to make it a
monthly recurring donation. Or you can send a monthly check. Either way – you will be partnering with us to help
our veterans.
Memorials
If you would like to make a donation in memory or in honor of a loved one, please go to our contribute page at
www.dividecamp.org/contribute Be sure to include the deceased’s name as well as the family’s name and address, so that we can notify them of your memorial donation.
Tributes
Recognize birthdays, weddings, anniversaries and Christmas with a gift to Divide Camp. Let us know who you
would like to honor with your gift, and we’ll send them a letter and a card acknowledging that a gift was made in
their name.
Leave a Lasting Legacy with Planned Giving
Did you know that Divide Camp can accept gifts and bequests from your estate? We recommend you consult with
your attorney or estate planner to establish a program of giving that will honor your specific wishes. Bequests can
be made through a will or living trust. You can name “Divide Camp” in your will to receive a specific amount or percentage share of your estate. You can also name our organization as the beneficiary of a new or existing life insurance policy.
Host a Fundraiser
We have found that many times people want to help, but just don’t feel they can give enough to make a difference.
We would be honored if you choose donate with your time and organizational skills by holding a fundraiser in your
community! We have had fundraisers in the form of a motorcycle rally, Pampered Chef party, pistol raffle, and coming soon – a Halloween hay bale maze. You can raise funds for Divide Camp through pledge drives and sponsored
athletic activities. Let us know if you need our help with your fundraiser. We can provide you printed materials,
banners, brochures and promotional ads. Please send us an email at dividecamp@charter.net for more information on hosting a fundraiser in your community.

Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest.
Matthew 11:28
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Warnock Family Ranching Book Supports DC
Divide Camp in the foothills of the great Wallowa Mountains is a unique
and very valuable contribution for our combat wounded veterans.
Wounded warrior programs are all needed to help the men and women
damaged in conflict. However, Divide Camp has special meaning for my
family. My grandfather, Daniel W. Warnock, came with his mother and
siblings to Wallowa County from Kansas in 1879, before either Enterprise
or Joseph had been established. Chief Joseph and the Nez Perce had
been routed out by General Howard only a couple years previous. Grandad prospered, raised a large family and contributed to the development
of the area. He was particularly good at raising Thoroughbreds that could
win races.

After 40 some years of a very successful career raising horses and cattle, the original Dan Warnock lost everything
by investing in a bank and becoming its president. He migrated to the Willamette Valley in an attempt for a new
start and died there. My father, and subsequently myself, tried very hard to somehow reestablish a livestock operation in Wallowa County. It was not to be. Success eventually came but in a different location.
Julie Wheeler’s development of Divide Camp gives us a “hometown
feeling” in giving to it however we can. The isolation, abundant
wildlife, fishing and hunting opportunities, with help from other veterans and volunteers is excellent therapy for our hurting service
folks. Nature is a great healer.
My book about the “Warnock Family Ranching History” can be purchased for $20.- from Simply Sandy’s in Joseph, The Bookloft in
Enterprise or from Betty’s Books 1813 Main Street Baker City, Or
97814 Toll Free 1-888-202-6657 or email bettysbk@bkrv.net
Proceeds are contributed to Divide Camp .

We Welcome Our newest Team Member!
Toni Clary was born and raised in Wallowa County. After being denied the opportunity to join the NAVY, due to medical reasons, she began her higher education
at the Tri-Cities School of Massage where she became an LMT. She fell for her
childhood friend, Tyrel, and they moved to Laramie, Wyoming where her sweetheart spent the next nine months studying Diesel Mechanics at Wyo-Tech. In
2006 they were able to return to their hometown of Lostine. Toni and Ty have a
daughter Tailynn, 4, and a son, Riggin, who is 2. They enjoy hunting and fishing,
spending time with family and friends, and never taking for granted the wonderful
opportunity to live in a place of beauty just below the Wallowa Mountains.
Through the years Toni has had many family members and friends serve this
country, among them her great grandfather, father, father-in-law, five uncles and
older brother. She considers it an honor to be involved with Divide Camp and is
passionate about our mission. Her work as our Administrative Assistant allows
her to give back to her country by being a part of a program designed to help
those who have fought to protect us.
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Accessible Cabin Nears Completion!
It’s been over three years since we got our first Action Trackchair
with a grant from the NRA. The chair allows our amputee and paraplegic guests to cruise around in the woods over terrain you cannot take a wheelchair. But we could not invite our trackchair user
guests or our double amputee applicants to stay with us because
we had no accessible lodging or bathroom. We made it our primary goal to change this in 2016. Several planning meetings happened during the winter months – and several grants were submitted. We ended up with a tremendous amount of volunteerism and
donated materials. When we combined that with the grant we got
from the Wildhorse Foundation – we were able to create a very
comfortable and functional shelter for our differently-abled guests.
We call the shelter the Bear Cabin. It has no power or running water – just beds, table and chairs and a propane heater.
Jose and Corey were our first Bear Cabin guests. They had hunted
deer together in Texas a couple years ago – and Corey invited Jose
to come to Wallowa County and hunt for a bear. Jose is a triple
amputee – having lost both legs and his right arm in an explosion
in Afghanistan. Shortly after they arrived – they learned they had
been gifted elk tags from landowner Saralyn Johnson. This created tremendous excitement! Jose got his elk Friday morning and
Corey got his on Sunday morning.
Check out our front page story in the Wallowa County Chieftain at
wallowa.com, at dividecamp.org/news or our Facebook page!
During our after-action-review we learned from Jose, the new shelter and bathroom worked out just great! There were so many volunteers and donors on this project…some came for one day and
others for a week. Some came from Wallowa County and others
traveled great distances. Thank you, Wildhorse Foundation, for
believing in our mission and helping us meet our goals.

A Simple Way to Help
Every time you make a purchase through Amazon – they will give Divide Camp .5% of your
purchase price. You pay nothing – Amazon pays us. Next time you’re online shopping –
choose Amazon Smile at http://smile.amazon.com/ch/30-0745582 This link prevents
you from having to go through the steps to choose our organization to be the recipient of
the Amazon donation.
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Letter from the President
Our spring dinner and auction in the Rogue Valley was an awesome success! One of the program elements most
appreciated by our veterans and their families was the key-note speech titled “Guilt Free” made by Pastor Ron
McKay. Ron was the head Chaplain for Oregon State Army Guard – he is also a doctor of theology. He talked
about the widely accepted misinterpretation of the King James version of the Holy Bible – which many of our veterans grew up with. It interprets the 6th commandment as “Thou Shalt Not Kill” – which is not at all what it actually says in the original text – the actual commandment reads “Thou Shalt Not Murder”. Pastor McKay did an excellent job of explaining those differences and the connection between the guilt of killing and the consequence of
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (P. T. S. D.) and an ever increasing suicide rate.
Following that message in southern Oregon, we got many “thank you’s” from veterans and their family members.
Because of the overwhelmingly positive response we decided to take it to the Wallowa County benefit the following month. A Medford video recording studio had donated equipment and time. Pastor Ron delivered the message once more for recording. This allowed us to include this message during the Wallowa County event program.
Which could have been excellent had the professional videographer who had offered to manage this part of the
event actually shown up. Instead, he left town the night before the dinner and left no one in charge of the audiovisual needs. We tried to share the information by playing the DVD on a laptop and holding a microphone to it,
which left much of the audience unable to hear the message. In addition to the 6th commandment, Pastor Ron
explained the “Just War Doctrine” which is what, in Scripture, constitutes justification for battle.
Our Wallowa County event coordinators say they received negative comments about including “God” in our message. I’m still not sure whether these folks were opposed to the
message – or were unable to actually hear the message. Our mission is to help heal combat wounded veterans – and this message
was critically important to that end. No veteran should spend their
life packing around a sack-full of guilt over the killing that happens
during war while they are defending the freedoms and liberties we
all enjoy. If in our efforts to share this information with our veterans, we’ve offended nonbelievers – so be it.
A copy of the messages is available on dvd to anyone interested in
watching it. Contact Toni @541-398-0187 to make arrangements
to borrow it.

Thank You Supporters of Divide Camp!
Every once in a while, you meet someone who has such a
passion for your mission – they just want to DO SOMETHING
TO HELP! This is the case with Jeff and Elizabeth Baty. We
first became recipients of their support through the La
Grande American Legion Riders organization, when they raffled tickets for a pistol. Their bike club recently came to Joseph and presented us with a $2,000 check. Jeff and Elizabeth knew we were in a financial slump and went ahead and
raffled another pistol. We really appreciate our supporters
who just find a way to help and get out there and DO IT!
They bought the gun, had the tickets printed, set up tables in
front of stores in La Grande and Jeff just flat sold tickets. We met in Wallowa and had Ronda from Little Bear draw
the winning ticket. Thank you Jeff and Elizabeth!
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Honoring Service
Tyrone "Rone" Woods, son of Enterprise resident Charles
Woods, was born in Portland, Oregon and served 20 years
of honorable service in the U.S. Navy before becoming a
U.S. embassy security operative CIA contractor. Rone died
on September 12, 2012 during the attack on the
diplomatic compound in Benghazi, Libya.
Divide Camp will be honoring the life and work of Tyrone
Woods with an annual “REMEMBERING RONE” elk hunt to
be awarded to one of our veteran guests.
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